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This paper presents an exact justification of the so-called invariant method of
investigation (by É. CARTAN and G. F. LAPTEV) for manifolds with connection.
In the present terminology, a manifold with connection is (at least locally) a submanifold of a space with Cartan connection. É. Cartan himself showed in the case
of a surface in a 3-dimensional space with projective connection, [ I ] , that his invariant
method can be also applied to such submanifolds. Some further development of this
method was outUned by G. F. Laptev, [12]. A great contribution to the theory of
manifolds with connection was presented by A. SVEC in a large series of papers, see
the bibHography in [13]. In particular, he has given an exact explanation of the
Cartan's method of speciaUzation of frames for manifolds with connection, [14].
Our attention is concentrated on the "prolongation procedure" in its pure form, i.e.
without any specialization of frames. We give the invariant definitions of all concepts
based on the theory of jets by Ehresmann and we deduce "a posteriori" an algorithm
for finding the corresponding coordinate functions in some natural local coordinates.
Our considerations are in the category C". The standard terminology and notation
of the theory of jets is used throughout the paper, see [2], [3], [5].
1. Let P(B, G, n) be a principal fibre bundle and let E(B, F , G, P ) be a fibre
bundle associated with P. We have defined a generahzed space with connection as
a quadruple ^ = £^{P(B, G), F, C, a), where С is a connection (of the first order)
on the groupoid PP~^ associated with P and o- is a cross section of F, [6]. Such
a space will be called a manifold with connection, if it holds, moreover,
a) m = dim В < dim F = n,
b) C~ ^(x) (a) is regular for every xe B,
c) G acts on F transitively.
A mainifold with connection is locally equivalent to a submanifold of a space with
Cartan connection. From now on, ^ will denote a manifold with connection.
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Let Г : P -^ J^P be the représentant of С on P, [5], and let со be the connection
form of Г. The classical definition of со can be obviously restated as follows. If Г(м) =
= JIQ, where ^ is a local cross section of P, w e P, x = n{u), then the relation
(1)

V = Q{n{v))xl;{v)

determines a local mapping il/{v) of P into G and co^ = jl il/{v), co„ : Tu{P) -^ ö is the
value of CO at M.
Fix an element ce F and denote by H the stability group of с Then the fundamental
section (T of £^ determines a reduction
ß = { w e P , u-\(7{n{u)))

= c]

of P to the subgroup H a G, Since C"^(x) (a) is regular for every xsB, the mapping
(o^^ I T^^{Q) is injective for every ue Q, Fix a basis e^ of g such that e^ e \),
a, ß, ... = 1, ..., dim G ;

г, j , ... = 1,..., n ; A, /z, ... = n + 1, ..., dim G .

This determines a decomposition g = iV ® I), where N is the linear span of e^, as
well as a decomposition N = N^ @ N2, where iVj or JV2 is the Unear span of вр or ej
respectively,
p, ^, ... = 1, ..., m ; J, X ... = m + 1, ..., n .
L e t / : Ni@ N2 -^ N1 be the canonical projection. Put АГ„ = iV n co(T„(ß)) for every
и e Q. Let Q be the subspace of all ue Q such that m-dimensional subspace
iV„ с iV is transversal to N2, i.e. /(iV„) = АГ^. For the sake of simplicity, we shall
further denote by со = co^'e^ the restriction of со to ^ and by n the restriction of
7i:P -> В to Q.
Introduce a mapping /i : ß -» Н^(В) as follows. Let ueQ^ and let Xp e T^{U) be
the vectors determined by the relations co{Xp) e iV„ and f{co{Xp)) = вр. Then the
vectors n^{Xp) form a basis of T^(B) and this basis can be identified with an element
fi{u) G НЩ.
Lemma 1. Let ç be the canonical form of Н^{В) and let cp^ be the components of (p.
Then
(2)

co^ = /г*ф^ .

Proof. Let X G r„(ß). By definition of the canonical form of Н\В), (p^{fi^X) are
the components of the vector ß:^{iA^X) with respect to the frame fi(u), i.e. ß^(n^X) =
= (p^(fi^X) n<i,{Xp). Since ßfi = n, this can be rewritten as nJ^X) = (p^{fi^X) n^{Xp).
On the other hand, if X^ G TU{UX) are the vectors determined by со(Хд) = e^, then
co(X) = œ'^iX) e^ impUes X = ^''{X) Xp + œ\X) X^. Hence n^{X) = Û)^(Z) 7ü,,(Zp),
which proves (2).
It will be convenient to express ix{u) as 1-jet at 0 of a local diffeomorphism С of R"*
into P, but it will suffice to deduce only an "equation" for C- Let Ü be a coordinate
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neighbourhood of ce F, let % be a coordinate diffeomorphism x -U -^W, x{c) = 0
with coordinates x' and let a : 17 -> G = G{F, H) be a local cross section such that
a^{{dldx%) = ßf. Considering R" as fibered manifold over R"", (7 is a fibered manifold
(I/, /i, R'") and we have a natural cross section Ь : R'" -> C7. By (1), if fi{u) = jJC?
then С satisfies the relation

(3)

x{t:{y)) = вm)'^ib{y)),

jeR-,

where x is a local cross section of Q.
2. Consider a more general situation. Let [A, v, F) be a fibered manifold and let G
act from the left on A in such a way that v is an equivariant map. Then we have a welldefined projection V of the associated fibre bundle Z = Z(ß, A, G, P) into E,
v({(w, s)}) = {(w, v(s))}, UEP, se A. Let & : В -^ Z be a cross section such that
v9 = (Г. The first development (or the absolute differential) d^ of ^ is a cross section
of и Ji{B, Z^), while the mapping x i^ k{&^(x)) (where k(S^(x)) means the contact
xeB

element determined by &^(x), cf. [3]) is a cross section of U КЦх^

= (В, KJ^^Ä),

хеВ

G, Р). Put M = Х^(Л) I AQ, where AQ = v~^(c). Since M is an Я-invariant subspace
of Kl{A), we have a subbundle {B, M, Я , Q) с {В, K^{A), G, P) and va = cr implies
that the values of k{&^) lie in (Б, M, Я , ß), i.e. ф ^ ) : В -> (Б, M, Я, g ) .
Put q = hvso that v~^(l/) с Л is a fibered manifold {v~\U), q, W). Let M с M
be the subspace of all elements of M transversal with respect to q. We have a natural
imbedding s : Й -^ T'm(^) which can be introduced as follows. If X e M, X = k{Y),
where У is a 1-jet of an m-dimensional manifold F into A with the target in AQ and
transversal with respect to q, then ^ 7 is an invertible 1-jet of F into R"* with target 0
and we define
(4)

e{k{Y))^Y{qYr4TliA).

If k{0^) means the restriction of the indirect form (see [4]) of k{S^) to Q a Q, then
the values of k(0^) lie in Й. Further, let 0^ be the indirect form of ^ ^ which is a map
ping of H^{B) 0 P into T^{A) (in this paper, the symbol ® will denote the fibre
product over B), cf. [10], and let i : ß -^ P be the injection.

Lemma 2. The

diagram
(д,0

(5)

т:^(А)^^~нщ®р

is commutative.
Proof. If ueQ^, r{u)=jle{y),
ande(/c(04«))) = Jl[Q-\y) im)}
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ч
then ©4«) = u-'[&\x)]
= JHQ'Ь)
(^У))']
{lJl[e-\y)
(ЧУ))]}-'But qjllQ-b)
(»(з'))] =

= hjl[Q-\y){viS{y))y}
= hjl[Q-4y){a{y)y].
On the other hand,
вЩи),и)^
= u"\&^{x)) n{u) = ]Цв~Щу)) {Щ{у)Ш where C(j') satisfies (3), or, equivalently,

(6)

ф{у)) = и-Щу))х{у)).

Applying to (6) the projection g i-> g{c) of G into F and taking into account that x
is a local cross section of Ô, we obtain

(7)

Ь{у) =

е-Щу)){ат)).

Using the projection /i : U-> R'", we further deduce J^= й[о~ХС(з^)) WC(j)))]»
which implies j j ((j) = {/ij^[^~^(};) (Ö'(J))]}~^- This proves Lemma 2.
3. We shall first discuss the case Л = F, v = id, so that
direct form of the first development a^ of a and let k{l^)
indirect form of k{a^) to Q. Taking into account the local
have local identifications M = K^^^ and Й = Kl„i^ see
a commutative diagram

S = a. Let I^ be the in
be the restriction of the
coordinates x' on F, we
[9]. By (5), we deduce

(д,0

(7)

Tl{F)^-^^H\B)®P
Let X*', Xp be the local coordinates on T^(F) determined by x and let j ; ^ be the natural
coordinates of X^,^, [9]. Then the coordinate form of г is
(8)

(/,),-> ( 0 , ( 5 « , / , ) ) .

Proposition 1. Let со = ofe^ be the restriction of the connection form of F to Q
and let a^p : Q -^ R be the coordinate functions of k{a^). Then
(9)

co^ = alœP .

Proof. Let c5" be the basis of g* dual to e^ and let
dx^' + C{^') cb"" = 0
be the equations of the fundamental distribution on G x F. Obviously, it is

(10)

Ф ) = ^ ] , ф)

= 0.

Let CO be the connection form on P, let ф^ be the canonical form of Я ^ ( Б ) and let
(b = P2CÔ, (pi = р^Фи where p^ and P2 are the product projections of H^{B) 0 P.
According to [10], it holds
(11)

dâ'+

ф^)

a)'=

aicp^
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where a*, âp : Н^(В) © F -> R are the coordinate functions of cr^. However, the
subspace H^{B)0Q с Н^(В)фР is characterized by â' = 0 and if we further
restrict all quantities of (11) to U and apply (2), (7), (8), (10), we obtain (9), QED.
Now, we shall treat the general case. Choose a local coordinate system x\ x^ on Ä
such that it is a prolongation of 'x and is compatible with the fibering v : Ä ~> F,
5, T,... = n + 1, ..., dim Л .
In particular, x' = 0 are the equations of AQ. Let
(12)

dx' + ф^) œ^ = 0,

dx^ + ф \ x^) ш^ = 0

be the equations of the fundamental distribution on G x Л. If x^ x^, Xp, x^ are the
corresponding local coordinates on T^{Ä) and y^, y^, y^ are the natural coordinates
of Й, then the coordinate form of e is
(13)

{/,У1,У1)''^(Р,УМО1,У%У1).

Lemma 3. Let ofe^ be the restriction of the connection form of Г to Q and let
b^, a'^p, a^: Q -^R be the coordinate functions of k{9^). Then
(9)

œ' = a'pco^ ,

(14)

db' + ф , Ь^) œ' = a'pco^ .

Proof. According to [10], we have (on Н\В) 0 P)
dâ' + ф^') â>^ = â'pç^ , dfi^ + ф \ b^) â^' = â'pcp^ ,
where the notation is analogous to that from the proof of Proposition 1. Restricting
all quantities of (15) to U and using (2), (5) and (13), we obtain (14), QED.
We shall say that the action of G on Л is special with respect to x\ x^ if
(16)

ф , х ^ ) = 0.

Set ^^(0, x^) = r]%x^) and denote by тс^ the restriction of œ^ to H so that the equations of the fundamental distribution on Я x ^o are
(17)

dx'+ fi%x^)n' = 0.

Then (14) is equal to
(18)

db' +

rjl{b^)oj\=alo)'.

Thus, in this special case the equations of the fundamental distribution on Я x^o
only are used in Lemma 3.
'-
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4. The development of order r of S^ (or the absolute diflFerential of order r of a
with respect to C) is defined as the cross section
а':В-^и

Jl{B, E,) , cf{x) = [C(-^>]-^ (x) (a) ,
xeB

see [5]. We introduce also the weak development of order r of .9^ as the cross section

г : в-^ и ^:;,..w(£.), A'(x) = feKx)),
xeB

where k{<j^(x)) is the contact element determined by o^{x), [3]. The fibered manifold
и к;;,^^(^)(Ед.) has a natural structure of an associatedfibrebundle (Б, ^^^^(F), H, g).
xeB

'

_

_

_

By means of the local coordinate system %, K^,c(^) is identified with X^^^ = Х;„^о(^")Let ^Xj; ,„ cz Щ„^ be the subspace of all elements transversal with respect to the natu
ral projection R" -> R'". Then °XJi,^ is identified with Цг-т,т which introduces
some coordinates jp, ..., yl^.„p^ on ^Щ^^, [1]. The restriction of the indirect form
of À" to Q is a mapping of Q, into ^K'^^^^.
Proposition 2. Let ofe^ he the restriction of the connection form of Г to Q, let
(19)

dx^* + Ф'') ш^ = 0 ,
àyi+ Wi,{x\yl)œ^

= 0,

be the equations of the fundamental distribution on G x K'^{F) and let a^p,..,
..., ap^p^ : Q -^ R be the coordinate functions of X^. Then the coordinate functions
a% ..., a{...p^, al^,„p^,, : ^ ^ R о/Г^^ satisfy
(20)

œ' = a'pO)^ ,

da^+^^,(0,af)co« = a > S

Proof. Replacing Ä by ЖЦ^) and S by Г, we obtain the situation of item 2.
According to [11], Lemma 1, (Г)^ (x) is identified with an element of K'^^E^) and
one deduces easily that this element is equal to Я'"''^(х), cf. [5]. Hence we have an
identification /c((A'*)^) = 2!"^^.On the other hand, by means of the local coordinate
system X, Й is identified with Т^{Ц.^^^), which introduces some coordinates y^,,.,
•-^yii...Pr^4^---^^U...Pr^i on M. By Lemma 3, the coordinate functions b;J,...
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•••' ^'"•••'"•' ""'•" •••' '^''^>-.•P.,, of fc((7)i) satisfy
(21)

CO-'

=

а^со',

db^+ !P^„(0,bf)co"' = a > ' ,
^^^....p. + n^...p^(0, bf, :.., bl,J

co^ = a^....,,,û>« .

But the values of Я*"^^ are semi-holonomic, which is characterized by bi = ai, ...
"••> ^pi...pr = ^pi...pr- Hence our assertion is proved.
Proposition 2 gives an algorithm for finding the coordinate functions of Я'"*'Ч
In general, this algorithm is rather compHcated, but it is essentially simpHfied for
those homogeneous spaces for which one can find such a basis of of g* that
(22)

à(b' = c^j^â)^ л c5^ , dc5^ = c]^a)^ л c5^ + ^cl^(Ь'^ л ш"

holds provided со' = 0 are the differential equations of H. (As remarked in p ] ,
a great number of homogeneous spaces investigated in the classical differential
geometry are of type (22).) Obviously, co^ = 0 is an Abelian subgroup К a G. The
canonical coordinates on К determined by the basis ei of ï induce some local coordinates on F; these coordinates will be also called the canonical coordinates oh F
determined by e^.
5. Let F be a homogeneous space of type (22). The canonical coordinates on F
are prolonged to some local coordinates on ЖЦ^), [1].
Lemma 4. The action of G on ХЦ^) is special (in the sense of (16))
the above-mentioned coordinates.

with respect to

Proof. The local coordinates on X^R") are introduced as follows. We have
some coordinates y^,^., j;;^,...^,^ on ^K'„^^ c: Kl,^o{W). Let ß : X^R") -> R" be the
jet projection. If <^ G X ^ R " ) , ß^ = x, then Ç^cf e Ж^,^, where t^ : W -> R" means
the translation у \-^ у + x. Then the coordinates x' oï ß^ and the coordinates of t~^^
are, by definition, the coordinates of ^. But F is locally identified with R" by means
of the canonical coordinates and the transformations of i^ on F are represented by
the translations of R", which impHes easily Lemma 4.
According to (18), the equations of the fundamental distribution on Я x Щ^^^
only are to be used in (20). In [9], formula (45) and Appendix 2, we have described
the homomorphism of Я into E^ determined by the canonical coordinates on F.
Hence it will be sufficient to deduce an algorithm for finding the equations of the
fundamental distribution on E^ x X^,^.
6. The equations of the fundamental distribution on L^„ x K^ „, can be found in [9],
formula (10). Assume by induction that we have deduced the equations of the funda40

mental distribution on П„ ^ x K'„J in the form
(23)

àyi, + Ч'Цу^, ü5}) = О ,
dyp....p.-. + К-РГ-ХУ^^

•••' У1..,г-г^ 4

..., ш},...,^.,) = О ,

where ур, •••^ J^pi...Pr-i ^^^ ^^^ above-mentioned coordinates on К'„^^ and сор ...
..., cö}j j^_j is the natural basis of IJj"^*.
Proposition 3. Using (23), write formally
(24)

the relations

d / , + ^K',Ф}) = J > ^
Ур1...Рг-1

~

^

Pl--Pr-

Applying the exterior differentiation to the last row of (24) and replacing: a) dcp^,
d(pp ...,d(p]'^ j^__^ according to the structure equations of the canonical form cp^
of H\B), [7], b) dy^p, ..., dy^p^p^_^ according to (24), c) (p^ according to the formal
relation

(25)

(Р' =

УУ,

we obtain an expression of the form
[àyi.,,,^

+ К...РХУ^'

• • •' У1..,Г' <PP • • •' Vl.jj]

Then the equations of the fundamental
(26)

л ç,"' = О .

distribution on L^ x XJj,„ are

d y ^ + ^ , c o } ) = 0,

dyL.Pr + К..Ж'

• • •' yl-.r' «}' • • •' «;.... J = 0,

where со], ..., ca}^ y^ is the natural basis ofV„^.
Proof. Consider an n-dimensional manifold M and an m-dimensional submanifold
Fez M. Put Q^V) = H\M) I F a n d define Q\V) in the same way as in [9]. Then
T'~\M)\V=
K'-\V)
is an associated bundle of the symbol {V, Щ,'^, Г ' \
ß''"^(F)). Let K;„'''"^(M) be the space of all non-holonomic contact т''-elements on M
tangent to K'-\M),
Let K'>'-\V) = K'''''-\M)\V,
K^'^^' = {^'^'-'{W)^
and
let ^K;;;^"^ be the subspace of all elements of X^;J7^ transversal with respect to
the canonical projection R"-> R'". On ^X^;^~\ there are natural coordinates
Zp,..., z;Jj...p^_j, Гр,..., Гр^...р^. If ö-is a local cross section of K'~^(F), then j^o-, xeV,
is identified with an element of K''''*~^(F), see [ l l ] . Lemma 1. Consequently,
J^(K''~^{V)) can be considered as an associated fibre bundle (Б, к;;;^7\ Я„, Q^V)).
We first deduce
Lemma 5. Let 5^, ..., 5pi...p^_i be the coordinate functions of a geometric object
field a : F-> K^~^(V). Then the coordinate functions b^p, ..., b"^^ ^ ^, a^^ ..., a^^
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of the section j'a :V-^ K'-'-^V)
(27)

satisfy b^ = {Г'У

В',,..., b^,...,^.. =

{Л'')**

Ф'^а^ф",

where ф\ ..., ^}i...jv_i fl^^ ^/iß components of the restriction of the canonical form
ofH\B)toU'{V)y
Proof of Lemma 5 is quite similar to that of Proposition 2 of [9] and we shall
use freely the notation introduced there. For every X e 7^(0!'(V)), we have a decomposition X = Xi + X2, where X2 e T^iQ'^'Xv)). By Lemma 1 of [8], we get
(28)

dbl(X,)=-^(^),^j),

By Proposition 1 of [9], we obtain
(29)

Ф' = а^ф^ .

Finally, in the same way as in [9], we deduce
(30)

dbi{X,) = a'^,{u)^^

However, (28), (29) and (30) are equivalent to (27), QED.
We are now in position to prove Proposition 3. By means of the exterior differen
tiation of (27) and by the standard procedure based on Lemma 2 of [8], we obtain
the equations of the fundamental distribution on E„ x K^'^^^. But the subspace
^H,m ^ K'„Ç^ is characterized by z^ = t^,..., zl^_p^_^ = Гр,...р,_,. Summarizing all
these results in a direct algorithm, we deduce Proposition 3.
7. Using the above-mentioned homomorphism of Я into E„, we deduce the equa*
tions of the fundamental distribution on Я x XJ^^^. By Proposition 2, Lemma 4 and
(18), we obtain directly the following
Proposition 4. (Cartan-Laptev algorithm for manifolds with connection of type
(22).) Let 6^(P(B, G), F, C, a) be a manifold with connection and let F be of type
(22). Let CO = coV^ the restriction of the connection form of Г to Q. Then the co
ordinate functions of the successive weak developments of 9^ can be treated b^
a recurrent algorithm which starts from the relation
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Assume that after г — 1 steps of this algorithm we have deduced
w/

(31)

= n-'mP

where a^p,..., ap^^^ are the coordinate functions
of Sf and
(32)

of the r-th weak

development

dy^+'P^yf)7r^ = 0,

are the equations of the fundamental distribution on H x К^„~^^. Applying the
exterior differentiation to the last row of (31) and replacing: a) da^,..., da^^ ..р^_^
according to (31), b) dco" according to (22), c) o)-' by a^pO)^, we obtain a relation of the
form
[dfl^....,. + K...PÂ<'

•••' <..J

« ' ] A 0,"- = 0 .

Then the further coordinate functions ci^p^.^p^^^ of the (r + l)'St weak development
of 6^ satisfy

and the equations of the fundamental

distribution

on H x K'^„^ are (32) and

dyU...,^ + К...рА{Уа' • • •' yl.J

^' = 0.

R e m a r k 1. It should be underlined that we have to use the structure equations
do) = — i[a>, a>] of G and not the structure equations dco = — ^[co, ш] + Dœ
of the connection form of Г.
R e m a r k 2. We shall evaluate the condition for a^^ to be symmetric in both
subscripts. Using the equations of the fundamental distribution on Я x K^^^, [9],
we obtain
(33)

0)^ = a^œ" ,
da'p - {a'^cl, + a^a^cl, - a^j,, - c'p,) œ' = a'p^oß .

On the other hand, it is
(34)

do)' = c)^o)J A 0)^ + Ri^o)P A o)'^.

Applying (33) and (34) to
do)^ = da-^ A 0)^ + a-'p do)^,
43

we deduce that a]J^ are symmetric in both subscripts if and only if
(35)

R^qCoP л CO« = a^Rl^œ^

л со«.

Explained geometrically, (35) asserts that the second v^eak development of ^ is
holonomic if and only if the reduced torsion form of «9^ vanishes. We have estabHshed
this result in a quite different way in [5], Theorem 2,
Remark 3. Modifying in an unessential way our Definition 3 of [3] in the sense
of [4] and [9], we can define a semi-holonomic geometric т''-object on F as an equivariant mapping of Я-space K'^^dF^) into another Я-space A. If <9^ is a manifold With
connection of type F satisfying dim В = m, then fi is extended to a mapping ß :
: {В, K'^^c{F), Я, б) -> (В, А, Я, б) and the section //Г : Б -> {В, А, Я, б) сап be
called the value of fi on ^. Since the algorithm of Proposition 4 gives the equations
of the fundamental distribution on Я x Щ.т^ the method of G. F. Laptev, [12],
p. 301 (as explained in Appendix 1, [9]) can be used for (at least local) analytic con
structions of the above-mentioned equivariant mappings.
Remark 4. If the connection С is integrable, then ^ is locally isomorphic to
a submanifold of the homogeneous space F. In this case we have deduced again our
results of [9] for submanifolds of homogeneous spaces of type (22).
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